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Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/01/29 15:56

_____________________________________

ARMOR TANKING
Found a problem when user sets armor tanking mode and high EWO level (lets say 95%). Damage of an
armor is persistent damage, it will not heal itself after station visit. If you set high EWO level, it is
necessary also set repairer to activate at the level higher then EWO (in this case activation level should
be 98%) and to stop armor repairer need to set deactivation level at 99%.
============================================================================

Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/02/19 23:44

_____________________________________

Miner is "sleeping" when you open logger. Eve window closed.
Main reason for this behavour is that miner found no asteroids in the system to mine and is waiting till
the next DT:
- You have few bookmarks and there are really no asteroids
- You have activated avoid PC function and bot marked all belts as avoided or empty. Avoided status of
the belt acts like empty status for timeout defined in settings.
- You deactivated maneuvering, bot cannot move in belt and if all asteroids out of optimal range of lasers
measured from warp in point, bot also mark this belt as empty.
- In case of a lag, bot warps to belt but does not see any asteroids in overview after warp. Usual case if
you mine ice, because there are lot of miners in ice belt.
Solutions:
- Add more bookmarks and even better solution - activate traveling and use several systems to mine in.
If you dont want to mine in several systems, add the same system twice to the traveling route and
activate traveling.
- In case of a lag. Add delay after warp in maneuvering tab. This delay is not added every time when you
warp in but only when miner does not see asteroids in the belt.
Another reasons:
- You have relogin delay and bot relogged eve and waiting for some time before eve start.
============================================================================

Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/02/20 04:43

_____________________________________

Eve is crashing after every fight. Drones left in space.
Solution: This is usuall outcome if you define to use active tanking mode and dont define position of
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shield or armor repairer in settings. Define repairer or switch to passive tanking mode.
If you drone left in space when you warp out, check that drone window is not half transparent and redo
first run if so.
============================================================================

Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/02/20 04:51

_____________________________________

PI addon does not start when using with miner.
Solution: In default algorithm you need to define "idle" timer in order to start PI while this timer is in
effect. This was made for compatibility with milticlient while using in 0.0 systems.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/03/01 00:51

_____________________________________

This is not a problem, but really frequently asked question. How to make custom settings in eve: define
new window position or add quickbar items and so bot will use them on every eve start.
A1: Bot creates settings during first run and never change them later. So if you need to add custom
settings, pause bot (control+p) at the end of first run (e.g. when bot just docked to station), reposition
windows or add other settings, then unpause bot (control+p again). Let first run finish normally.
A2: If you dont want to remake whole first run. You need to start bot using continue button and pause it
when bot start required client and completely login it. Close bot. Add in game settings to eve client and
close it too. Start bot again and select required client where you want to save settings. Then go to
menu->tools->eve settings operations button. Check that correct client selected and press "copy settings
to client".
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/03/01 01:06

_____________________________________

Outdated. Now you can use eve launcher to update eve automatically. If you have problems with
launcher read this.
Reminder: You must use latest eve with bot. Bot does not update your eve automatically! If bot cannot
login, check if eve opened "Incompatible client" messagebox? If so you need to update eve manually
and check if bot works again.
Every time eve updates, you should not run bot unattended and in case of a problem remake first run
wizard. Every eve patch may break bot and depending on changes, I need several days to fix bot. The
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only you need to do is to look in my profile on the forums and check if I posted short message that I am
aware of the problem. While I work on the patch and till release new working version of the bot, I dont
offer any support via forums or mail and dont make refunds. I usually work more then 15h/day when bot
is broken. Just wait patiently for new release.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/03/02 21:57

_____________________________________

Miner logins till station or space then logs off.
Please check that you have bookmarks to mine. Bookmarks naming must follow rules. Name of the
bookmark should have at least several letters. One letter bookmark name is not ok, names with only
dots or spaces also not ok. Boot should detect green color to count bookmark. You may create
subfolders to hide non-mining bookmarks. Names:
- Personal Locations
- Corporation Locations
- Agent Missions
are reserved, dont use neither these names, nor parts of these names to name your own folders.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/03/05 22:20

_____________________________________

Rorqual related problem.
If you dock your ships to Rorqual's Ship Maintenance Array you need to repeat first run for every ship
docked here. Position of a cargohold not saved and may generate problems. Better to not dock ships to
Rorqual.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/03/23 15:42

_____________________________________

Bot undocks then do nothing.
One of possible reasons is a custom preset name. Bot can recognize Latin letters and numbers only
(a-z0-9). Use small letters, they don't appear as big in overview presets anyway.
============================================================================
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Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/03/23 15:48

_____________________________________

If you activated SendPlay mode, you may find a situation when bot getting stuck and unstuck when you
move mouse manually only. This is documented bug and as soon as Microsoft dont support SendPlay
mode anymore, it will not be fixed. Workaround - use SendInput mode or install windows 7 64b. I have
this system installed and the bug appears very rarely and bot has no longer then 30 second pauses.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2012/08/13 16:54

_____________________________________

Problem: Eve client crashes on start.
Workaround: Use administrator level account to run bot.
Problem: Eve client starts, but bot do nothing and restarts eve client after timeout.
Workaround: If you use teamviewer, try to start without teamviewer. If success, try to disable quick
button in teamviewer settings.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2014/03/20 02:24

_____________________________________

New problem revealed. If you have display settings set to 125% or 150% scale, eve launcher may start
scaled. This is not reprodusible every time, but one user sent me a screen where launcher was 1.5x
times bigger then standard size. I will try to add support for different launcher sizes, but if you face this
problem you may disable eve launcher in shared settings->error corrections (and update eve manually)
or try to set display scaling to 100%.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2016/11/13 09:17

_____________________________________

Problem: Bot may stuck at character selection screen
Solutions:
- It is better to start bot under windows 7 and windows classic theme of your desktop.
- Uninstall NVIDIA control panel, 3d vision, PhisX applications. Everything you add on the top of
videodriver may generate additional problems.
Problem: Bot may stuck at station after first login
Solution: Remove third party FPS monitors (default OverWolf addon) numbers of which may hide
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neocom bar.
Problem: Bot starts eve launcher, but it shows black/white window
Solution: Open properties of evelauncher.exe and set windows XP compatibility mode.
============================================================================

Re: Problems and workarounds
Posted by Slav2 - 2016/12/21 20:30

_____________________________________

VMWare frequently has problem with mouse clicks. Mouse lags, misclicks and fails to drag windows.
Posted workaround and user, who tested it, confirmed that this workaround worked:
Slav2 wrote:
Can you check another method? Need to add bot shortcut to startup folder with parameter evepilot.exe
/a /200
Then add lines to VMX file:
mouse.vusb.enable = "FALSE"
vmmouse.present = "FALSE"
This will remove usb mouse and you will have hard times to click inside VM, but may help to start bot
without mouse issues automatically after you start VM. When you need to stop VM click control + p, then
open start menu with win key, use TAB to select shut down and hit Enter.
============================================================================
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